STORIFYING EXPERIENCES EVERYWHERE
CES® 2019, January 8−11 - www.ces.tech
The Consumer Electronics Show continues to be the go-to show for brands
and businesses interested in consumer technology. CES® 2019 will feature
more than 4,500 exhibiting companies, 1,000 startups and anticipates more
than 180,000 visitors from 160 countries.
Brands and businesses continue to trust CES to provide the very latest in
technical innovation. 2019 attendees will see the POWER that technology
provides to brands and consumers. Attendees will see a mix of personal
security, data privacy, well-being and self-control tech (including devices that
tell you if you slouch or use devices too much.) The challenge—to continually
engage people with technology that doesn’t control their lives, but rather
allows them control over their own lives.
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Trend: THE POWER OF CONNECTION
“We hope that over the next 10 to 20 years a hundred percent of the population will be connected.
This is how people will get educated, this is how people will have access to information.”
—Aicha Evans, Intel’s Corporate Vice President & General Manager of the Communication & Devices Group1

A 5G Sort of Year

exceptionally scarce. Thankfully, the number of frequency bands for
5G will exceed 10x that of 4G, meaning more room for immersive
content, a plethora of cameras and sensors fueling the move from IoT
(Internet of Things) to Eye-oT (cameras everywhere) as well as AIoT
(the Intelligence of Things.) Explaining the true impact and role that
5G will play in industry is more challenging than other wireless network
upgrades, because the way 5G is built and deployed will determine
its use cases. For example, in order to meet the growing need for
spectrum, 5G utilizes both low-band and high-band technologies:
1. Impacting Content Distribution – A Services View
Video traffic is growing at an exponential rate, and higher data
transmission speeds will be needed for streaming video, video
conferencing, and mixed realities. Networks will need a lot
of small cell coverage areas to take advantage of high-band
spectrum.

5G is the term used to describe the next generation beyond today’s
4G LTE mobile networks. It will fuel a global competition for
connection likely to light up carriers like no previous technology.
According to TIRIAS Research, 5G is expected to roll out twice as fast
as 4G—which required nearly a decade to reach global coverage.2

Ericsson forecasts that following the advent of thirdgeneration chipsets in 2020, 1 billion 5G devices will be
connected worldwide by 2023.3
What is 5G?
5G is more than just a faster form of connectivity. It’s a series of
technologies designed to increase data speeds, reduce latency
and make more effective use of available airwave frequencies (or
spectrum) to connect the whole world in a more cost-effective way.
5G is expected to obliterate the bottleneck that has kept many
of the world’s most exciting new technologies in the prototype
phase. 4G spectrum (or air lanes in which data can fly) has become

2. Internet of Things (IoT) – A Data Speed View
In order to support connected devices, many of which require
longer battery life, the 5G network will have to have enhanced
coverage and efficiencies around its low-band transmissions.4
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“MediaPost does an amazing job
combining quality content,
expert attendees, and fun
networking events.
Their shows are ‘can’t miss’...”

According to CTA , the first 5G handset to the U.S. market
will be in first half of 2019 with a forecast 2.1 million 5G
handsets shipping that year, growing to more than 20
million in 2020.5

Geoff Troidl

5G is going to impact not only phones and wireless solutions, but
also, virtually every other industry. It will be the new highway
system that will lead to the transformation of industry after
industry, company after company.

Digital Marketing Manager, GEICO

In 2021, mobile data traffic worldwide is expected to
reach 49 Exabyte’s per month at a compound annual
growth rate of 47 percent.6
5G’s Impact on Television and Video Production
1. Faster Mobile FTP : Sending live video for events and breaking
news will no longer be painful. After 5G rolls out, tethering a
phone will be used for non-essential content.
2. Unbonded Cellular : Single modems will be used to deliver
high-quality bandwidth, reducing the size of the devices as
well as encoding challenges. Modems will be built directly into
professional cameras.
3. 16K Video Calls : With 5G, the quality of our Skype calls and B
to C video over IP will be enhanced with professional cameras
and transmission systems.
4. Remote Integration (REMI) via Internet : The ability to save
costs at live events using remote integration (tech crew is
not on site at event), especially for covering concerts or live
sporting events.
5. Cable Overlay : 5G provides AT&T, Verizon, and other telcos,
with a potential nationwide cable network without having to
pull cables into the home.7
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5G’s Impact on Pay TV
5G wireless is going to create an entirely new slice of the pay TV
pie. Existing carriers and new players will offer 5G wireless pay
TV. Rather than supplying cable boxes and other gadgets, telcos
will simply supply customers a wireless modem and connect them
with an OTT aggregator. Current providers of Pay TV will be in the
game (Spectrum, Charter, Cox) as well as subscription services,
micropayment, and freemium services such as Netflix, Roku,
Amazon TV, Hulu , YouTube TV, and Facebook.

Living on the Edge
While cloud computing offers many advantages, “bouncing” to
and from the cloud takes time. This communications time results
in latency. To combat latency and speed data communications for
applications such as AI and self-driving cars, many companies have
begun to move their data from centralized cloud centers to “edge
locations” closer to where the data is being processed. Garter Group
estimates that this year, 10 percent of enterprises will shutter their
internal data centers, a number they expect to rise to 80 percent by
2025.8

Key Advances Rolling Out in Edge (or Fog) Computing.
Amazon’s AWS Greengrass extends AWS to intermittently
connected edge devices. Microsoft’s Azure IoT Edge
containerizes cloud loads to run locally on smart devices.
And last July, Google announced Edge TPU (chips) and
Cloud IoT Edge (software) that bring cloud services from
Google to edge devices and IoT gateways.

Fueled by new IoT applications and 5G networks as well as a growing
crowd in the cloud, B2B analysts Markets and Markets estimate the
edge computing market will be worth $6.72 billion by 2022 with the
fastest growing segment likely to be in retail applications.9
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Trend: THE POWER OF INTELLIGENCE
Machine learning and Artificial Intelligence are rapidly becoming a part of virtually every type of business that affects consumers. From retail
intelligence that recommends what we should buy to mechanical intelligence that encourages our dryer to call a repairman —AI and machine
learning are everywhere you look.10

AI vs. Machine Learning
While machine learning is based on the idea
that machines should be able to learn and adapt
through experience, AI refers to a broader idea—
that machines can execute tasks "smartly." Artificial
Intelligence applies machine learning, deep learning
and other techniques to solve actual problems.11

IntelligentX

Talk is Cheap (and getting better)
It’s estimated that Amazon sold over 10 million smart speakers last year.
When you add that to sales of Apple Airpod, Google Home and other
devices you are looking at (and listening to), there are tens of millions of
U.S. consumers chatting away with some type of smart device. According
to Deloitte, consumers are spending more on smart phones with voicebased assistants as well as stand-alone voice-assisted speakers, than other
devices, and over half of US consumers own and regularly use a voice-based
assistant of some kind.12 AI-assisted televisions will become a much larger
opportunity than smart speakers, and are expected to be the next likely
battleground for consumer giants like Google and Amazon.13

Currently Amazon’s Fire TV, Logitech’s harmony Hub and Apple’s
Siri remote utilize voice activation with personal assistants (Alexa,
Google Home and Homepod) to control your TV.
Tens of millions of consumers around the world are speaking to
smart speakers—mostly in English. While Amazon announced,
it will ship smart speakers to over 80 countries, the non-polyglot
speakers only listen in English, German and Japanese.14

Altered Intelligence: From brewers at IntelligentX
using AI to brew better beer to growers at DeepGreen
using computer vision to identify the health of
cannabis plants to Weedguide’s recent 1.7 million
dollar round for personal weed recommendations,
AI is doing its bit to help us relax.

Fear Fuels a Techlash
Just as 2016 and 2017 are known as the “data hack years” with massive
and well-documented security breaches via social media and financial
institutions, 2018 will be the IoT hack year for equally egregious hacks via
smart devices. In Germany, at the end of 2018, ‘human error' let an Alexa user
access another person's private recordings. Here in the US, a blackmailer
hacked into a baby monitor’s smart camera and spoke through the speaker
— threatening to kidnap the owner’s child. These are isolated stories, but
until consumer electronics companies take privacy concerns more seriously
and consumers take a more active role in changing default settings, smart
devices pose a highly publicized risk to consumer data and privacy.

Would you trust an autonomous car?

arm.com

arm.com

Do the following scenarios concern you?

WeedGuide

techemergence.com
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In a new study by Elicit, 64 percent of the consumers interviewed
expressed concern about how companies would use AI in conjunction
with personal data, and 73 percent believe at least some companies
would go too far with AI.15 It is likely that as consumers lean more
and more on assistants, they will also demand greater transparency
regarding how the technology is used and what is happening to
their personal data.

CES has a new dedicated Advanced Health area focused
on digital therapeutics and remote patient monitoring
with exhibiting companies like Philips, 3M, and Aetna.

If you had the choice of going to an
AI doctor or a human doctor, which would you choose?

For example, the AVA fertility tracking bracelet (aka
"Fitbit for fertility") has sensors that collect data on key
physiological parameters, detects your fertile window,
physiological stress level, sleep quality, and more.
Ultimately products like AVA are designed to own a
particular life-stage and be paired with subscription-based
services such AVA’s fertility coaching services.18

arm.com

Healthcare Is a Top Use Case for AI
As 5G and AI come together, healthcare is poised for expansive
transformation. Advances in genomics, telehealth, mixed realities
and clinical-grade sensors will change the game for medical
professionals and patients. Healthcare currently tops the charts
for AI investments.16 IoT devices initially devised for basic health
and fitness monitoring are being upgraded to help diagnose health
problems and even lower the number of trips to the hospital.

Talent Drought
While consumers often voice concerns about how AI and machine
learning will take jobs away from humans, at least in the short term,
AI is likely to create a lot more jobs than it replaces. AI is covering jobs
that are not currently done by humans.19 And the boom in AI business is
going to require a massive amount of new talent. Skilled AI researchers
currently number about 300,000.20 IBM predicts 2020 demand for data
scientists will exceed 2.7 million people.21

The collection of massive amounts of customer data means that
connected healthcare products can be customized to a particular
issue and demographic, and can manage data in a way that was
never before possible.
The total health and fitness market – which includes a number of
‘wearables’ like activity trackers, smartwatches, personal sound
amplification products and sports tech (connected equipment) –
reached sales of 46.1 million units in 2018.17

Artificial Intelligence Intelligence
An AI scientist is a computer scientist with AI expertise,
working towards the development of machines with the
cognitive abilities we associate with human beings. Other
roles include research scientists, software engineers,
analysts, and information security analysts.22

joyforall.com

Universities are rapidly ramping up new AI programs in efforts to churn
out the required talent, but the drought is likely to remain. Luckily the
major players in AI are beginning to offer “DIY” toolkits with hundreds
of APIs and SDKs. For example, Google has launched a project called AIY
(Artificial Intelligence Yourself) designed for developers of all ages.23

By 2020, the number of American people over age 65
will be 65 million. Thus companies are exploring AI for
care-giving. For example, Hasbro and Brown University
have collaborated to create a robotic cat to help seniors
around the house – finding keys and reminding them to
take their meds on time.
Google
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Trend: THE POWER OF IMMERSION
ZDNET

Total Immersion
From fantasy sports leagues to Fortnite to augmented reality apps
on phones, consumers move seamlessly from one digital experience
to another. With American adults interacting with media a whopping
11 hours24 per day they favor rich stories, strong social connections
and an organic user experience.
Immersion so Deep, You Can Feel It
Haptics are entering prime time. Previously, haptics were used
primarily by gamers who enjoyed vibrating controls and seats to
enhance their first person shooter experiences. Now other content
categories are embracing this old ‘new’ sense. Haptics are bringing
tactile stimulation to interfaces in phones, cars, clothing, VR
backpacks and connected devices of all kinds–allowing for enhanced
user experiences.

One flagship AR feature is the ability to view products within your
home environment before you buy them. Amazon’s app features
such a view. Lowe's and Ikea also allow you to see how the sofa and
paint color will look in your house. AR will eventually connect directly
with developments in location-based services, with AI laying the
groundwork for reading and interpreting data.26

teslasuit.io

"These devices can put a layer of data on top of what we normally see.
You can put a billboard in a city that shows me one thing, but shows
you something else… They can actually fundamentally change the
way we look at things, at our surroundings. It’s extremely exciting.”
— Babak Parviz, Amazon VP27
VNTANA

HaptX is expected to release a VR glove which offers
detailed methods for users to touch the virtual world.
And the Tesla suit, honored with a CES 2019 Innovation
award is a full body suit merging haptics, motion tracking
and biometry (the ability to convey information about the
wearer’s body back to the application).25

The Shift to AR Continues
While haptics are creating new areas of innovation within the VR
space, the AR space is rapidly expanding. Apple and Google released
their AR Platforms to developers at the end of 2017 (ARKit and
ARCore respectively) fueling an explosion of new AR features in new
and existing apps.

VNTANA's holographic kiosks enable brands to create
authentic group experiences for their customers featuring
gaming and other interactive experiences that create
engagement around a brand.

ON THE FLOOR AT CES: EyeDrive, the self-described ‘first holographic car assistant; adds holographic capabilities to motorcycles
and cars. Drivers can use the voice assistant to display navigation, music and calls on the windshield and then manage the content
display using an intuitive gesture control system.
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Other Forms of Immersion
Holographs, long the stuff of Star Wars, laboratories and
museums have moved into the consumer marketplace. While
implementations in car navigation systems have existed since
2012, BMW and other manufacturers have moved beyond those
initial experimental forays to make holography a big selling
point for safety in navigation and car controls.
Immersed in Traditional Content
Despite the onslaught of new immersive technologies, linear and
on-demand television continue to grow. CanoeVentures,which
provides service assurance for national TV networks, VOD,
programming, and advertising campaigns moved from 23 billion
impressions in 2017 to 26 billion in 2018. Additionally, Canoe
documented significant growth in OTT among MVP players like
Hulu, Sling, and Roku.28

The New Must-See TV is Snack-Sized
YouTube, Facebook, Instagram and Snap are all moving
towards super-short episodes. In particular, all eyes are
on Dreamworks mogul Jeffrey Katzenberg’s new venture,
(QuiBi — short for “Quick Bites”) — to champion this type
of programming.

Streaming Full Ahead
Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat have
all adopted streaming video. It accounts for 75 percent of all
Internet traffic in 2017 and is expected to jump to 82 percent
by 2020.29 While live-streaming video (real-time broadcasting
to an audience on the Internet) has been around, the rise in
live streaming solutions can be attributed to advancements in
technology, the proliferation of smartphones and a mobile first
approach by most companies.
Live-streamed video continues to grow in popularity because
it’s spontaneous and opens a two-way connection between
the audience (the consumer) and the brand. Social media
companies have also added new capabilities to their live video
streaming platforms. Facebook’s new polling and gamification
features allow live hosts to create games and add polling
questions to viewers — creating virtual live game shows like HQ
Trivia. Netflix is also testing an instant scene-replay feature that
allows subscribers to pause a movie or TV show and rewind.

Ad Watchers are Winners
Rewarded video ads are gaining popularity as a way to engage
the consumer. The premise is simple: view a video ad and you
get 'rewarded' something of value such as virtual currency, inapp items and exclusive content. Rewarded video works around
ad-blockers – replacing traditional push messaging, and allows
the user to be in control.
"When someone accepts an offer to participate,
versus having a brand thrust in their face, it makes all
the difference in the world."

®

Teen Mom

Canoe is dedicated to providing service assurance for
national TV networks VOD programming and
advertising campaigns.
Client include ABC, A+E, AMC, CBS, CMT, CW,
Discovery, Epix, Fox, Hallmark, Kabillion, Kid Genius,
MGM Impact, MTV, Music Choice, NBC, Reelz, Starz,
Sony Cine, TNT, TV One, and Univision.
www.canoeventures.com

Immersed in (or without) Screens
Traditionally, one method for immersing viewers in content is to give
them a bigger screen to watch. Thus TVs continue to grow larger and
gain resolution. Samsung’s Q900 prototype comes in at 85 inches
and 8K resolution.31 While there is some scientific argument whether
improvements between 4K and 8K are visible to the human eye at
anything less than 85 inches, the growth in screen sizes as well as the
clear marketing message of “one louder” seem destined to keep 8K
TVs in development and moving off the shelves. IHS Market predicts
8K television sales could top 1 million in 2019.32
Just this year, screens have begun to assume new shapes. Samsung
recently announced its first foldable screen. Companies like Royale
have developed prototypes of flexible screens that can be wrapped
around the wrist like a bracelet or straightened and used as a
phone. Many experts have begun to wonder whether screens will
disappear altogether. As voice and gestural technologies improve,
humans are spending less and less time at a keyboard. And several
manufacturers are working on augmented reality contact lenses that
project directly into your retina. Sony was recently issued a patent
for a contact lens with an “image pickup lens” and the ability to be
controlled by eye blinks. Google has patented a
contact lens with an embedded camera. And
RaayonNova is building smart contact lenses
with an embedded display directly over the
eye’s cornea that helps magnify objects
and helps the wearer avoid danger.

— Mitchell Reichgut,CEO of Jun Group30

CNET
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Trend: THE POWER OF AUTONOMY
While autonomous vehicles were the talk of the town in 2018, the coming year should bring landmark levels of consumer adoption. To be clear,
the term self-driving refers to many different types of automation. The industry (SAE) has defined five particular levels of autonomy from
cruise control (Level 1) to no-human required (Level 5). Many of today’s vehicles have Level 1 and 2 capabilities (backup-cameras and collision
warnings) marketed as ‘safety features’. However, today’s industry conversations about ‘self-driving’ tend to focus more on levels 3 and 4.
WSJ.com
techemergence

Analysts project that the number of cars with various levels of autonomy will grow to 150 million vehicles by 2025.33
invested $200 million in a new data center to support its driverless
vehicle program. Naturally with all the data flying around, security is
a primary concern. Many companies are limiting or denying vehicular
connection to the Internet to reduce risks from hacking.

Detroit Audio Show Moves To new Time
While the Detroit Auto Show continues to attract journalists,
interest among automakers has been waning as they choose
to reveal vehicles at their own less-costly events or seek a
tech-savvy audience at CES. Over the past five years, Most
major introductions that involved new car technology
happened in Las Vegas at CES. And let’s face it, technology is
the largest differentiating factor for cars these days.34

“Our cars communicate with the outside world only when they need
to, so there isn’t a continuous line that’s able to be hacked, going into
the car.”
— John Krafcik, Alphabet’s self-driving car company, Waymo CEO37

"Las Vegas will look like a turbocharged Detroit auto
show."
– Gary Shapiro
President of the Consumer Technology Association35
Autonomous Cars Get Online with 5G
While all autonomous cars are connected to some sort of computing
power and sensors (like GPS, Lidar/radar laser light, computer
vision, radar and odometry) not all are online. 5G’s massive new
bandwidth as well as the speed increases promised by edgecasting
will allow cars to connect with cellular networks and the cloud and
with one another via vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communications.
This connectivity in cars is used to enhance safety, provide access
to entertainment and to help manage the massive amount of data
required for autonomous driving.36

seekingalpha.com

“While cars on the road now are capable of detecting vehicles in front
of them and braking when needed, the requirements for autonomous
driving are dramatically more demanding. Instead, deep learning can
enable us to train a car to drive, and ultimately perform far better —
and more safely — than any human could do behind the wheel. We’ve
really supercharged our road map to autonomous vehicles. We’ve
dedicated ourselves to build an end-to-end deep learning solution.
Nearly everyone using deep learning is using our platform.”
— Hsun Huang, Nvidia CEO38

From Gas Guzzlers to Data Hogs
All this data crunching is driving innovation in hardware and software.
Nvidia’s Xavier technology can process up to 30 TRILLION deep
learning operations per second. Second place goes to technology
giant Intel which recently paid $15 billion to acquire Mobileye and
assure their place in the autonomous vehicle race. Ford recently
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Autonomous Driving Media Platforms
communicate rapidly and frequently with applications in the cloud. AI
and the use of multiple sensors have also combined to make it easier for
robots to learn.

When truly autonomous driving becomes ubiquitous, and cars and
public transportation vehicles truly drive themselves, what will all of
those erstwhile road ragers be doing? Consuming media of course!
Deloitte Consulting projects that by 2030 media consumption by
vehicle passengers will double to a whopping 52 billion hours of
media content per year with public transportation passengers
consuming another 23 billion hours. Autonomous driving could
easily move prime time from seven o’ clock on the sofa to the ride
home from work and school. And windows currently designed for
seeing through may be opaqued to become viewing surfaces.

Single Purpose Robots at Home
Autonomous home vacuum cleaners have been around (and having
amusing interactions with house-pets) since the early 1990’s. However,
the newest models such as the iRobot i7+ have integrated new
intelligence and sensing technology that can memorize the layout of
your rooms and load them to an app, return to the charger, dump the
bins when they get full, and be controlled through voice-activated
assistants such Alexa and Google Home.

In December of this year, when Maru/Matchbox conducted an
online survey regarding which content services are most desired
in autonomous vehicles, participants indicated the highest interest
for watching movies, TV and radio content during their "handsfree" commute. Location-based services rated second, followed by
healthcare services and educational content.39

Rumor has it another consumer giant will be releasing a home robot
soon. Amazon is said to be working on a home robot codenamed “Vesta”
after the Roman goddess of the home, hearth and family.43 Details are
not clear as to what the robot will look like or what it will do. We can only
hope that, just this once, yelling out for someone to do the darn dishes
will actually make it so.

Kia wants future autonomous cars to be able to read
passengers’ emotions. Kia is working with MIT's Media
Lab’s Affective Computing group to develop a system called
READ, short for Real-time Emotion Adaptive Driving. It will
analyze a person’s emotional state through “bio-signal
recognition technology” and artificial intelligence. The
system can then alter the environment of the car based on
the passenger’s mood.40

Research and Markets estimates that the consumer robot
market will be worth about $15 billion a year by 2023, which
would be up from about $5.4 billion this year.44

The Culmination of Automation – The Smart City
Over the past decade, smart cities have played a more important role
at each consecutive CES show. Smart cities spending is expected to top
$34 billion by 2020.45 Las Vegas is at the heart of the smart cities trend
with their Las Vegas Initiative. Focusing on traffic, crowds, parking,
environment, transit, security and lighting (and did we mention traffic?)
Vegas intends to be a truly smart city by CES of 2025.46 Like so many
of today’s technologies smart cities live on data. But data acquisition
isn’t enough. Machine Learning and AI will be required to help cities sift
through the mountains of data to find relevant solutions to problems
faced by their citizens every day.

Consumer interest aside, self-driving adoption time-lines will
depend heavily on regulatory developments over the next few years.
Autonomous vehicles require both the right legal and technological
frameworks. There are serious liability concerns when machines
operate themselves in a potentially dangerous environment.
Obviously, a car company doesn’t have much incentive to mass
produce a true self-driving car if there is nowhere they can legally
drive, or if the legal liability they bear would be considered too risky.41

New smart city initiatives have begun to seek beyond improvements
in local traffic and helping people find parking. A new report suggests
much stronger changes are both needed and possible. The report
outlines radical notions such as “silent cities” which ban private cars
altogether and provide free public transportation, total independence
in supplying the city with food, clean water and fuel and free advanced
communications for all.47
hitachi

“This trend has been coalescing for
some time around elements such
as smart cities, digital workplaces,
smart homes and connected
factories. We believe the market
is entering a period of accelerated
delivery of robust smart spaces with
technology becoming an integral
part of our daily lives, whether as
employees, customers, consumers,
community members or citizens.”

CISCO

Retail Robots Rule the Roost
While training challenges and hefty price tags are making roll-out
of all but the simplest robots to the home relatively slow, robots are
making their way into the retail space. Robots are great at helping
customers find what they are looking for (or what the retailers wish
them to find.)42 Robots can be programmed to speak and listen
in many languages — offering way-finding to customers often
currently under-served. As with autonomous vehicles, retail and
residential robots alike are expected to use 5G and edgecasting to

– David Cearley, Vice President
and Gartner Fellow
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Trend: THE POWER OF EXPERIENCE
Customer Experiences Rise to #1

Millennials and the generations coming up are predisposed towards
experiential and event marketing strategies.53 They are growing up in
a world where stores don’t have physical spaces (Amazon – except
for some pop-ups), the biggest transportation company doesn't
own a fleet of cars (Uber), and the most popular accommodation
service doesn't own any hotels (AirBnB). So when it comes to how
they experience something, it's no surprise Millennials have figured
out that owning and buying are a thing of the past. Having an
‘experience’, creating a physical connection and emotional state with
something, is where it’s at.54

According to a recent research report by Walker, 2020 marks the
year customer experience will overtake price as the key brand
differentiator.48 It’s no secret that customers have become more and
more demanding. Keeping customers happy is far less expensive
than finding new ones. According to Clicktale, companies with
the strongest customer engagement strategies manage to retain
89 percent of their customers on average. Companies with weak
engagement strategies manage to retain a mere 33 per 49 In our
digital world, it’s far too easy for customers to find a competitor
that offers a similar if not cheaper price. Brands that win and keep
customers will need to do more than cost less.

Location Based Experiences
Location based entertainment (LBE) also called “out of home
entertainment” or “family fun centers” implies any kind of
entertainment which is tied to a specific place outside the home.
‘LBE’ environments have been launching all over the world, and the
US is no exception. According to new projections from Greenlight
Insights, the LBE marketplace is expected to grow to $12 billion by
2023 (making up about 11 percent of the VR industry.)55

“Millennials value authenticity, transparency and the ability to
access their favorite brands seamlessly across multiple channels.”
— Paul Zaffaroni, Managing director-head of
consumer investment banking at Roth Capital50
Personalization Creates Security Issues
Some analysts have noted a “techlash” against technologies and big
brands perceived to be driven exclusively by greed. Some customers
are outraged at what happened to their data both through
negligence surrounding security, and unethical intent to share their
personal deets to make a buck.51 Customers are aware that much
of their digital lives is based on algorithms that seem subject to
the same implicit biases perpetrated by humans including: racism,
sexism, classism and other forms of oppression. To court and win
customers in this environment, brands will need to go far beyond a
simple donation to charity or isolated ecological program.

LA Weekly

Live Events Create a Stir
Live events work because they drive immediate activity, they
give the impression that people must act right away and if done
correctly, they can create real emotional connections. This is one
of the reasons why “Pop-ups (short term sales spaces) have proven
extremely popular for retailers, as they facilitate those interactions.
They excite brand loyalists, generate press and are a great launch
pad for new products.

“From haptic platforms to motion floors that simulate the ability to
walk around a space, the location based experience will offer a more
fully immersive platform that can lend itself to more interesting
narratives.”

Events facilitate face-to-face discussion with consumers,
helping them to establish a much more personal and intimate
relationship with brands than is possible in the digital space. This
two way-communication allows brands to gather feedback almost
immediately about products and services.

— Nancy Bennett, Chief Creative Officer at Two Bit Circus56
Two Bit Circus, an experiential entertainment company known for
producing VR, AR and other interactive experiences for brands,
museums and other installations has now opened a new facility
in Los Angeles which sits at the center of this trend. In 2018, its
‘microammusment park’ opened a multi-faceted environment which
features custom escape rooms called Story Rooms, VR Cabanas
(private rooms), VRcades, reimagined arcade games, free roam VR,
and live interactive game shows.

The Growth in Experiential Marketing
While there’s been a tremendous growth in ‘event marketing,’
experiential marketing is the new hot trend. Experiential refers to
providing an immersive brand experience for consumers
According to a recent study, experiential marketing events can turn
70 percent of users into repeat customers. 77 percent of marketers
say experiential marketing is a vital part of their advertising
strategies.52
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Parallel to the boom of experiential entertainment, is the emergence
of immersive theater where audiences participate in the show.
Shows like “Sleep No More” and “Then She Fell” break down the
barriers between actors and spectators, allowing viewers to follow
their own paths in an unconventional space.
MWM Immersive

The 2019 CES floor will showcase the technology which
is driving a lot of these experiences, such as: VR, AR,
Voice Activated Assistants, Smart Cities Integration,
Robotic Solutions, Modular LED’s, Smart Displays, and
Autonomous Everything.

“Chained: A Victorian Nightmare,” combines live actors
and an immersive setting with virtual reality to recreate
Victorian-era London. It includes a full Victorian-era set
in which one audience member at a time is fitted with a
virtual reality headset. The experience is designed for
the viewer to interact the entire time with live actors and
objects.

Blockchain Creates Better World Experiences
In 2019, we can expect to see companies move from wondering
where blockchain could fit to determining where blockchain should
fit to provide maximum value. Blockchain has been linked with the
financial sector through cryptocurrency but in the coming years, we
are seeing the technology tie in other spaces including retail and
healthcare.

IAAP 2018, The International Association of Amusement Parks
and Attractions (IAAPA) shattered records at this year’s show with
a record 41,100 registered attractions industry professionals. The
massive Orlando show featured a number of amusement type
experiences like roller coasters, moon bounces, and skydiving rigs,
as well as record-breaking numbers of VR and AR experiences.57

Globally-minded millennials are using blockchain to make a better
world by creating better experiences, business to business and
business to consumer. For example, NERA (New Era Energy) is
leveraging blockchain to combat global warming by providing
capital for renewable energy developers.58 Blockchain is ideal for
supporting these efforts, because it offers an incentivized platform
where investors of all sizes can participate in the program, and it
allows for distributed smart contracts which offer full transparency
to all participants. After all, trust is an issue for many millennials.
Being able to see what’s happening start to finish is key to their
involvement.

UnisTechnology

mlsdev.com

New ‘Old’ Experiences
UNIS TECHNOLOGY is expanding its line of ATARI PONG®
Tables and will be debuting them on the CES Floor. A retro
futuristic version of the popular video game is housed in
a table form factor that features retro sounds, bouncing
lights and the vibe of the original game, with a place to put
a drink down. It’s also focused on group play for a fun social
experience.
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StoryTech CES TechBriefing
Couldn’t Make it To CES? We’ll Bring It To You!
Activate the Right Tech, Trends, and Partners for 2019!
Once we’re at our desks again, deadlines + demands can limit innovation.
So why not let StoryTech bring the tour experience to your extended team and:
· Identify the Top 3 tech areas specifically for your business in 2019.
· Facilitate meetings with key vendors of interest.
· Develop a strategic test-and-learn road map + manage trials.
We bring the "New" in the New Year.

Info@story-tech.com. 213-973-7990

